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Conductive domain walls (CDWs) in insulating ferroelectrics have recently attracted considerable
attention due to their unique topological, optical, and electronic properties, and offer potential
applications such as in memory devices or re-writable circuitry. The electronic properties of domain
walls (DWs) can be tuned by the application of strain, hence controlling the charge carrier density
at DWs. In this work, we study the influence of uniaxial stress on the conductivity of DWs in the
bulk single crystal lithium niobate (LiNbO3). Using conductive atomic force microscopy (cAFM),
we observe a large asymmetry in the conductivity of DWs, where only negatively screened walls,
so called head-to-head DWs, are becoming increasingly conductive, while positively screened, tail-
to-tails DWs, show a decrease in conductivity. This asymmetry of DW conductivity agrees with
our theoretical model based on the piezoelectric effect. In addition, we observed that the current in
the DW increases up to an order of magnitude for smaller compressive stresses of 100 MPa. This
response of DWs remained intact for multiple stress cycles over 2 months, opening a path for future
applications.

Keywords: Ferroelectric conductive domain walls (CDWs), lithium niobate (LiNbO3), uniaxial stress, con-
ductive atomic force microscopy (cAFM), piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM)

INTRODUCTION

For the last decade, ferroelectric domain walls (DWs)
have been in the focus of research due to their out-
standing optical, electrical, and topological properties,
that promise numerous applications such as resistive
switches and non-volatile ferroelectric memory devices
[1–3]. These applications take advantage of conductive
nature of ferroelectric DWs, where on and off states of the
devices can be defined by the resistance of DWs [2, 4–8].
In most models, the conductivity of DWs is connected to
the order parameter of the surrounding domains, which
for ferroelectrics is the spontaneous polarization Ps. In
the context of conductivity, three main configurations of
a DW are distinguished:

(1) Neutral DWs; when Ps from neighbouring do-
mains are aligned antiparallel to each other as depicted
in Fig. 1(a).

(2) head-to-head (h2h) DWs; when Ps from different
domains meet at their positive ends; and

(3) tail-to-tail (t2t) DWs; which are the opposing con-
figuration of h2h, see Fig. 1(b).

The convergence of polarization in cases (2) and (3),
creates non-zero bound surface charges localized at the
DW, which becomes a source of the so-called depolar-
ization field. This field is then compensated by mobile
screening charge carriers such as electrons, holes, po-
larons, or mobile ions. In some cases the depolarization
field is even strong enough (≈ 1 MV/cm) to locally bend
the conduction band below the Fermi level, hence cre-
ating a 2D electron gas at the DW, which, for example,

was reported in BaTiO3 [9, 10]. The presence of such
charged CDWs is reported for many ferroelectrics such
as BiFeO3 [11, 12], PbTiO3 [13], BaTiO3 [14], HoMnO3

[15], LiNbO3 [16–18] etc.

In ferroelectrics, DWs can be easily written, erased,
moved, or even switched between different states of con-
ductivity. The most common method is by the applica-
tion of electric fields. Electric fields are able to create or
erase DWs via ferroelectric poling. In case of LiNbO3 it
further allows to control the amount of charge accumu-
lation, e.g. by controlling the tilt angle of the DW with
respect to the polar axis [4, 19, 20]. The control of charge
accumulation, or in other words, the conductivity of DWs
allows to enlarge the memory window for ferroelectric
based memory devices [4]. Another elegant possibility
to control and study the accumulation of bound charges
is via direct piezoelectricity [21, 22], i.e. by inducing
an additional polarization component through stress or
strain [see Fig. 1(c)], which so far has only been reported
for a few selected materials. For example, Ederer et al.
evaluated the effect of epitaxial strain of up to ±2.5%
on the spontaneous polarization (Ps) for different ferro-
electrics [23]. Experimentally, Chen et. al. measured
the spontaneous polarization and conductivity of DWs
of strained BiFO3 thin films. They reported that strain
tuning changes the DW conductivity by several orders
of magnitude indicating effects not just due to screening
charges but band-bending as well [24]. In the reported
experimental or theoretical cases, the application and
amount of strain is limited by lattice-mismatched epitax-
ial growth of thin films on specifically selected substrates
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FIG. 1. Sketch: (a) Neutral domain walls in a ferroelectric, where red arrows are representing the spontaneous polarization
parallel to domain walls. (b) Charged domain walls: spontaneous polarizations meet head-to-head (h2h) and tail-to-tail (t2t)
perpendicular to domain walls. (c) Neutral domain walls but charged due to induced polarization, represented by yellow arrows,
when stress is applied to a crystal. Charges shown in the images are screening charge carriers. (d) Piece of single crystal Z-cut
LiNbO3 containing a hexagonal domain. (e) Two different LiNbO3 samples cut along different axes from the parent crystal in
image (d). The samples are cut such that stress can be applied to the crystallographic x and y axes.

and, therefore, cannot be generalized to all ferroelectric
materials or crystallographic orientations [25].

To enable the study of strain on the DW conductivity
for any bulk ferroelectric, we report the room tempera-
ture domain wall conductivity of LiNbO3 under uniaxial
stress, by combining a in-situ tunable uniaxial stress cell
with scanning probe microscopy. With the help of con-
ductive atomic force microscopy (cAFM), we show the
local change of the current distribution in DWs, when
stress is applied along different crystallographic direc-
tions in LiNbO3. The experimental results are readily
explained with our model based on the direct piezoelec-
tric effect in LiNbO3.

For our study, we have chosen the ferroelectric material
lithium niobate (5 % MgO-doped LiNbO3), where highly
CDWs with currents of up to ≈1 mA at 10 V in 200 µm
thick crystals have been reported [19, 26]. Recent ex-
periments in LNO have demonstrated that DWs can be
switched between conductive and non-conductive states
with a memory window of> 104 via electric fields in both,
thin films and bulk devices [4, 26]. This switching pro-

cess can be used for fabricating a two-terminal memory
device with an extrapolated 80%-lifetime of > 10 years
[4]. Therefore, LiNbO3 is an ideal model system to study
the effects of strain on DW conductivity.

RESULTS

The samples used in this measurement are single-
crystal Z-cut 5% MgO-doped LiNbO3 (LNO). For this
study we analyzed two samples, which are prepared such
that stress can be applied along different crystal axes
[see Fig. 1(d) and (e)]. Sample LNO-01 is compressed
along the crystallographic x-axis, while sample LNO-02
is compressed along the crystallographic y-axis. Both
these samples carry a conductive hexagonally shaped
DW, which was first rendered more conductive (enhanced
DWs) using the enhancement procedure by Godau et.al.
[19](see method section). The samples were stressed with
the help of a uniaxial stress cell, which is based on piezo-
electric stacks [27]. This cell can apply controlled, user
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FIG. 2. Projection of induced polarization (Pj = djklXkl) at DWs along different axes at zero external electric field when
LiNbO3 is stressed along (a) x-axis, and (b) y-axis. Where for LiNbO3, d22 = 20.8 × 10−12 C/N and d31 = -0.863 × 10−12 C/N
at room temperature [28]. The sign of stress should be negative for compression and positive for tension. Each sketch belongs
to the respective column above depicts directions of induced polarization at DWs for compression configuration. The directions
should be reversed for tension. Charges shown at DWs are screening charges, which are responsible for the conductivity in
DWs (detailed calculations are given in supplemantary)

defined tensile or compressive stress in a continuous fash-
ion on the bulk samples (see method section). Applica-
tion of the stress along these two directions results in
principally different behaviors of the DW conductivity
of LiNbO3, as explained in section by the theoretical
model.

Theoretical model

The conductivity of ferroelectric DWs in LiNbO3 is be-
lieved to be related to the amount of screening charges
present at the DW. As shown in Fig. S2 and S3 of sup-
plement subsection S1.1 and discussed in the literature
[18, 19, 26] any increase of the DW inclination angle α,
with respect to the polar axis results in an increase of
the screening charge carrier density σ and, ideally its
conductivity by σ = 2Ps sinα. Alike, applying stress to
the sample results in a change of screening charge carriers
by induced polarization through the direct piezoelectric
effect. This can be used to predict and describe the be-
havior of CDWs with respect to applied stress. The po-
larization ∆P in the crystal of LiNbO3 can be described
via:
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(1)

where [d] is the matrix of piezoelectric strain coefficients
and [X] is the stress matrix [28–30] (details on the cal-
culation and the tensor elements for LiNbO3 are pre-
sented in the supplement section S2). When the LiNbO3

crystal is stressed along the crystallographic x-axis as
in the sample LNO-01 which we have measured in this
work, an extra polarization is induced along both the
y- and z-axes, as provided in Fig 2(a). The values of in-
duced polarizations along the y-axis (∆Py = 0.208×10−2

Cm−2) and the z-axis (∆Pz = 0.863× 10−4 Cm−2) for a
compressive stress of -100 MPa are significantly smaller
than the spontaneous polarization of LiNbO3 (Ps ≈ 0.7
Cm−2 [31]). However, as the polarization ∆Py is pro-
jected perpendicular to ∆Pz at the DW, it contributes
as a cosine component to the surface charge density equa-
tion and results in a significant surface charge density (σ)
at the DWs ( ∆σy + ∆σz = 2·∆Py cosα +2·∆Pz sinα),
as depicted by the sketches in Fig. 2(a). This is in the
same order of magnitude as the natural charge density
σ for small angles of inclination of α = 1◦, typically
observed for enhanced domain walls [19]. As a result,
x-compressed DWs, which are oriented at some angle to
the y-axis, should become h2h or t2t like, and thus should
be screened additionally by negative or positive mobile
charge carriers, respectively. Depending on their geom-
etry, from now on we will refer to them as induced h2h,
i(h2h), and induced t2t, i(t2t) DWs.

Since LiNbO3 is piezoelectric along the y-axis, one
should expect exactly the opposite behaviour when the
sample is compressed along that crystallographic y-axis,
as we will indeed report below for sample LNO-02. This
happens due to the sign inversion of d22 in equation 1.
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FIG. 3. (a) Stitched PFM phase image of LNO-01 sample (x-compression), arrows on top left shows crystallographic axes (b)
Current distribution in DWs under compressive stress according to a model based on direct piezoelectricity (c) SHG image
of LNO sample. (d) Current distribution of DWs under tensile stress according to a model based on direct piezoelectricity;
Stitched cAFM image of DWs: (e) at 0 MPa stress, (f) at -129.0 MPa compressive stress, (g) at 0 MPa after compression,
and (h) at 64.5 MPa tensile stress. The DWs in (f) and (h) shows expected response as in sketches above them (b) and (d)
respectively.

This is depicted in Fig. 2(b). In a y-compression scenario,
the induced polarization ∆Py will change the direction
by 180◦ in contrast to the ∆Py in x-compression, and
the DWs which were i(h2h) in x-compression will become
i(t2t) for y-compression.

When applying this model to our LNO-01 and LNO-02
samples, we expect DW currents to behave as described
in the sketches of Fig. 3 (b), (d) and Fig. 5(b). We show
that the DWs highlighted in blue-solid lines should be-
come i(h2h) type (negatively screened) while grey dotted
DWs should become i(t2t) type (positively screened), and
green dashed DWs should not be influenced by uniaxial
stress at all. The opposite behaviour should be observed
under tensile stress.

Experiment: domain walls under uniaxial stress

In order to locate the domains, piezo response force mi-
croscopy (PFM) was performed on the +z side of sample
LNO-01, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (a). As seen in Fig. 3 (c),
the PFM image agree well with SHG imaging and confirm
the presence of the same DWs. In the PFM image, yel-
low and black color contrast represents a phase difference
of 180◦ between two different orientations, while in SHG
microscopy the presence of DWs is indicated by an en-
hanced backscattered signal. Based on the PFM scans,

cAFM was performed at the same location at different
stresses while applying a -10 V dc voltage to the bottom
contact (-z side). Fig. 3(e) shows a cAFM overview at
0 MPa. Here, only parts of the DWs show conductivity.
The reason for this could be different near surface incli-
nation angles of DWs, leading to locally different Schot-
tky barriers, which has been reported earlier [15, 18–20].
However, the observed locations correspond to the shape
and location of the DWs as observed in PFM and SHG
microscopy.

When compressing the sample along the x-axis, we ex-
pect the DWs with i(h2h) and i(t2t) configuration to be
additionally charged. The i(h2h) DWs must get more
conductive because the amount of negative screening
charges increases. On the other hand i(t2t) DWs first
should fully compensate the preexisting negative screen-
ing charges at the DW. This means for i(t2t) DWs that
the current should first reduce to zero and on application
of further compressive stress, one should expect these
i(t2t) DWs to become conductive again. Both types of
DWs are highlighted by blue-solid and grey-dotted lines
in the sketch in Fig. 3(b). The image in Fig. 3(f) be-
low shows a cAFM scan taken at -129 MPa. Indeed,
we see an enhanced conductivity for the i(h2h) config-
urations, while the i(t2t) walls are observed to show a
decreasing conductivity. When the compression is re-
laxed back to 0 MPa again, as depicted in Fig. 3(g), it
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FIG. 4. Change in current with stress along in line profiles
A, B, and C taken from different sections of DWs of sample
LNO-01(x-compression), provided in Fig. 3 (b) and (d)

retains a qualitatively similar picture to the initial state
[Fig. 3(e)]. When tensile stress is applied, only the walls
with a i(h2h) configuration with respect to the induced
polarization exhibit a significant increased conductivity,
while the induced i(t2t) DWs show a disappearing con-
ductivity as shown in Fig. 3(d) and (h). In all cases, the
neutral walls with respect to the induced polarization
show a similar qualitative and quantitative behavior, in-
dependent of the applied stress. Additional experiments
were performed in intermediate steps of approximately
16.12 MPa for both, tension and compression in the range
from -129 MPa (compression) up to +64.5 MPa (tensile),
as well as repeated multiple times. Selected results can
be found in Fig. S6 of the supplement subsection S3.1.
In all cases, similar qualitative and quantitative results
were obtained as expected, where only the i(h2h) DWs
show a significant contribution to the conductivity. The
observation that only h2h DWs exhibit a high electric
conductivity has been reported before for LiNbO3 and
other ferroelectrics for tilted DWs, and can be explained
by the proposed microscopic mechanism of DW conduc-
tivity. For LiNbO3, the DW conductivity is explained by
hoping transport of electrons in bound-polaronic states,
while hole polarons are expected to be only a weak con-
tributor. Hence, only h2h, i.e. negatively screened walls,
will contribute to overall conductivity. In this regard,
our experiment is in agreement with the polaron-hopping
transport mechanism [32]. Based on the piezoelectric
theory the induced polarization is directly proportional
to the applied stress. Hence, the conductivity for h2h
walls should increase approximately linear with increas-
ing polarization. In order to show the change in the cur-
rent as function of stress more clearly, we have plotted in
Fig. 4 the maximum current from line profiles A, B and
C (taken from i(h2h), i(t2t) and neutral parts of DWs in
Fig. 3, respectively). This graph shows three different
kinds of behavior:

(1) The DW depicted along the line profile A shows an
increase in conductivity on compression, while it shows

almost no response for tensile stress within the resolution
limit of our setup.

(2) In contrast, the DW in profile B shows the opposite
response, as this wall gets an induced i(h2h) configura-
tion for tensile stress. On the other hand,

(3) The DW in line profile C shows no distinctive be-
havior.

It should be noted that in this experiment additional
to the effects of induced polarizations ∆Py and ∆Pz, we
also expect to see effects from local roughness and lo-
cal inclinations of the DWs. Therefore, charge carriers
inside the crystal might not move in a simple path verti-
cally along the DWs and therefore distorting the ideally
expected linear relationships. Effects like this may be
predicted based on a resistor network model of DWs [33]
in future work.

Apart from the cAFM studies on the sample LNO-01,
we have also investigated the response of the DWs to
stress with large, deposited electrodes covering all the
DWs. These electrodes were the same that were also
used for the enhancement procedure. In this macroscopic
picture, we see an overall increase in conductivity with
applied stress similar to Fig. 4, line profile A for LNO-
01. This is in agreement with the fact that in this specific
sample the i(h2h) DWs dominate the conductivity. How-
ever, it should be noted that this result may not be gen-
eralized to all samples and will depend on which induced
domain type dominates [i(h2h) or i(t2t)] the conductiv-
ity, as was observed for sample LNO-02(details to macro-
scopic curve for both samples are provided in Fig. S2 and
S3 of the supplement section S1.1). Therefore, this ret-
rospectively motivates the microscopic cAFM study.

For a sample compressed along y-axis different be-
haviour to x-axis compression according to the model is
expected. Hence, when the similar cAFM measurement
was performed on sample LNO-02, we observed the oppo-
site response as was explained by the theoretical model in
last section. Fig. 5(a) represents the PFM image taken
on +z surface. The DWs in sample LNO-02 are more
conductive by factor of 3 even at 0 MPa, as compared
to sample LNO-01 as shown by Fig. 5(c). This is due to
the inclination angle α of DWs in LNO-02 is more than
in LNO-01 by 1◦, see angle calculation in Fig S4 and S5
of supplement subsection S1.2. We only show the cAFM
image of the outer wall in sample LNO-02 because of
the irregular shape of the inner DW. Nevertheless, when
compressive stress of -300.6 MPa was applied along the
y-axis, the walls along the +y direction of the crystal
becomes i(h2h) and hence more conductive which is op-
posite to the response of sample LNO-01 as shown by in
Fig. 5(d).

(Further information on sample LNO-02 can be found
in the supplement).
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FIG. 5. (a) Stitched PFM phase image of LNO-02 sample (y-
compression), arrows on top left shows crystallographic axes
(b) Current distribution in DWs under compressive stress ac-
cording to a model based on direct piezoelectricity, predicts
opposite response to the sample LNO-01. Stitched cAFM
image of DWs: (c) at 0 MPa stress, (d) at -300.6 MPa com-
pressive stress.

METHODS

Stress cell

The stress cell used in this work has a central piezo-
electric stack, connected to the main body of the cell,
which applies compressive stress, while the outer stacks
apply tensile stress [27], see Fig. 6(a). Mechanically, the
cell is composed of two different parts A and B of dif-
ferent spring constants which are then connected by the
sample in mechanical series, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Be-
ing in series, all parts along with the sample experience
the same force but different stresses. This force on the
cell is measured by a force sensor placed at the end of
device, which consists of four strain gauges mounted in a
Wheatstone bridge configuration. The cell is controlled
by a feedback loop written in Python.

Sample preparation

The single crystal, single domain of 5% MgO-doped
LiNbO3 used in this work were obatined from “Yamaju
Ceramics Co., Ltd.”. The domains in the crystal were
subsequently written by the UV-assited poling method
[34]. The samples were later cut to narrow bars, see
Fig. 1(e), such that the sample LNO-01 and LNO-02

have the cross sections of 310 µm × 200 µm (z × y)
and 370 µm × 200 µm (z × x), respectively. Afterwards
fabricated domain structures were treated to increase the
conductivity by the procedure developed by Godau et al.
[19]. In the enhancement procedure chromium electrodes
were used to apply the -500V DC voltage to 200 µm
thick LiNbO3 crystal. With this the DWs moved and the
inclination angle of DWs increased by ∼ 1◦ [35], hence the
current increased by a factor of 104 (at -10V) compared
to as-poled DWs (see Fig. S2, S3 of supplement and
section on angle calculation).

Scanning force microscopy(PFM and cAFM)

The measurements were performed on a NX10 scan-
ning probe microscope from “Park Systems Corp.”. PFM
[36] on the samples was performed using pure platinum
tips model RMN-25PT300B (free resonance frequency,
ffree ≈ 20 kHz) as a top contact, while applying the ex-
ternal mechanical stress. For PFM, an alternating volt-
age of 20 Vp−p at a frequency smaller than contact res-
onance frequency ( fcont ≈ 41 kHz) was applied to the
cantilever.

Conductive atomic force microscopy (cAFM) was also
performed using the same RMN tips. The sample in this
case was kept at -10V while the cantilever and the stress
cell were kept at ground, see Fig. 6(c).

CONCLUSION

In summary, we demonstrate that uniaxial compres-
sive or tensile stress along the x and y- axes can be used
to purposely tune the conductivity of ferroelectric DWs
in LiNbO3. Here, applying uniaxial stress to a sample
results in a change of screening charges on the domain
boundary due to the piezoelectric effect. Depending on
the relative orientations of the stress and the DW respec-
tively, a DW can deliberately be configured h2h or t2t, for
example. Based on this, our results show that the con-
ductivity is approximately proportional to the amount
of induced negative screening charges, i.e. i(h2h) con-
figurations, while induced positively charged walls, i.e.
i(t2t) configurations, show a rapid decrease in overall
conductivity down to bulk conductivity. This observa-
tion hints towards electron polarons, rather than hole po-
larons, that are the main contributor to the conductivity
of DWs in LiNbO3 [37]. The same behavior was observed
when measurements were repeated many times over a pe-
riod of two months (see supplement section S3.2). Our
measurements were performed on a stress cell that allows
us to control uniaxial stress independent of a substrate
or temperature and, therefore, offering large flexibility for
studying different geometries or materials. In conclusion,
with uniaxial stress we can gain a directional control of
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FIG. 6. (a) 3-dimensional sketch of the uniaxial stress cell. (b) Zoom in image of the stress cell: Z-cut 5% MgO-doped LiNbO3

(sample: LNO-01) mounted on the cell with 2850FT epoxy. (c) Sketch of the setup for cAFM measurement with applied stress.
Domains and domain walls are electrically connected by a 20 nm thick chromium electrode at the -z side and grounded by the
cantilever at the +z side.

DW conductivity potentially allowing novel applications
such as stress or strain based nanosensors, as well as pro-
viding fundamental insights into the properties of DWs.
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S1. SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS

S1.1. Macroscopic mesurements

FIG. S1. Setup for macroscopic measurement. The domain wall in the sample is connected to

Keithley by chromium contacts on both sides.

Here, we show the I-V curves and macroscopic behaviour of the LNO-01 sample with

stress, which is discussed in the main paper. Here, instead of locally measuring the current

by cAFM the global response is measured. In Fig. S2(a) we have plotted I-V curves acquired

with macroscopic chromium electrodes using a Keithley 6517B electrometer. Fig. S2(a)

shows I-V curves before and after enhancement, where the current has increased by the

factor of 104 in enhanced domain walls. The diode and ohmic nature of the I-V curve varies

from sample to sample as it depends on the barrier at the interface of sample and electrodes.

In fig. S2(b) we measured the effect of applied stress on the conductivity of domain walls

via macroscopic electrodes at the voltage of -20 V, because we see no current in direction of

positive voltage. The sample shows a positive relative current change of 0.48 ± 0.02 with

respect to applied stress in first cycle which indicates that induced Head-to-Head i(h2h)

domain walls are dominating the behaviour.

Sample LNO-02 shows a similar increase in domain wall current with enhancement, see

Fig.S3(a) . When stress was applied to the sample LNO-02 and current was measured

with same electric field as was applied in sample LNO-01, we saw that the response of

current flowing through domain walls is non-conclusive, see in Fig. S3(b) i.e. no global

trend is observed. As discussed in the main paper, this macroscopic behavior is a result

of participation of all induced types domain walls. This participation could be mainly

of induced head-to-head or induced tail-to-tail or even both types of walls. Overall, we

conclude that stress can change the domain wall conductivity. For a detailed, microscopic
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interpretation of the observed behaviour cAFM measurements were shown in the main paper

and also in this supplement.

FIG. S2. I-V characteristics of a) as-poled and enhanced domain walls of sample LNO-01 (thick-

ness: 200 µm). b) macroscopic response to uniaxial stress along x-axis at -20 V of sample LNO-01.

FIG. S3. I-V characteristics of a) as-poled and enhanced domain walls of sample LNO-02 (thick-

ness: 200 µm). b) macroscopic response to uniaxial stress along x-axis at -20 V of sample LNO-02.

S1.2. Extraction of domain wall inclination angles

In Fig. S4 we show the calculation of the average angle of the domain walls with the

help of 3D second harmonic generation data. Widths of the both inner and outer domain

walls at different depths were taken and were plotted as a function of the depth based on

3D SHG scan. Imaging was performed at wavelength of 900 nm and the backscattered SHG

signal was detected at 450 nm wavelength. An air objective with magnification of 20X and

numerical aperture (NA) of 0.8 was used. The pixel sizes were kept as following: for as-

poled domain walls, pixel size was 0.414 × 0.414 µm2 and for enhanced domain walls 0.207
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FIG. S4. (a) Surface second harmonic generation (SHG) image of enhanced domain walls in sample

LNO-01, where lines going through the domain walls show the location where angle is calculated in

both subfigures (d) and (e) of this image.(b) and (c) SHG scans at different depths of as-poled and

enhanced DWs in sample LNO-01, respectively. (d) Angle calculation for the inner and the outer

as-poled domain walls, where x-axis is depth of the sample and y-axis is width of the domain wall.

(e) Angle calculation for the outer enhanced domain walls, where x-axis is depth of the sample and

y-axis is width of the domain wall.

× 0.207 µm2. To obtain the location of a domain wall, we fitted the intensity profile of

the SHG signal at the domain wall with a Gaussian function and chose its maxima as the

domain wall location. The calculated angle for (1) the inner domain wall is αi = −0.27◦ ±
0.08◦, (2) the outer domain wall is αo = 0.39◦ ± 0.10◦. For the enhanced LNO-01 sample

the calculated angle for (1) the inner domain wall is αi = −1.07◦ ± 0.03◦, (2) the outer

domain wall is αo = 1.81◦ ± 0.09◦. These values can be interpreted as an average angles at

the lines passing through a corner of domain walls in Fig. S4(a).
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FIG. S5. (a) surface second harmonic generation (SHG) image of domain walls in sample LNO-02,

where a line going through the domain wall shows the location where an angle is calculated. (b) and

(c) SHG scans at different depths of as-poled and enhanced DWs in sample LNO-02, respectively.

(d) Angle calculation for the outer as-poled domain walls, where x-axis is depth of the sample and

y-axis is width of the domain wall. (e) Angle calculation for the outer enhanced domain walls,

where x-axis is depth of the sample and y-axis is width of the domain wall.

A similar procedure was used to calculate the domain wall inclination angle (α) for sample

LNO-02. In Fig. S5(a), we show the SHG image of the top surface of sample LNO-02. The

sample consists of two domains and we have calculated the α only for outer domain wall

because the inner domain wall has no regular shape. Similar to the sample LNO-01, sample

LNO-02 also shows an increase in the the inclination angle for enhanced domain walls. Outer

domain wall in sample LNO-02 has higher α than in the sample LNO-01. As can be seen
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from Fig. S5(d) and (e) where α increased from 0.60◦ ± 0.04◦ to 2.81◦ ± 0.04◦ from as-poled

to enhanced domain walls respectively.
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S2. SUPPLEMENTARY CALCULATIONS

S2.1. Calculation of the induced polarization via direct piezoelectric effect

In this section we provide the detailed calculation of the induced polarization. Here, we

have divided the calculations in two different cases for different stress axes.

Case 1: No external field is applied to the sample.

Case 2: An external field of 100 kV/m is applied along z-axis.

Starting with the general expression of the direct piezoelectricity.

[D] = [d][X] + [εX ][E] (S1)

where [D] is the matrix of displacement field vector, [d] is a rank-3 piezoelectric strain

coefficient tensor, [X] is a rank-2 stress tensor, [εX ] is the dielectric permittivity at constant

stress, and [E] is the electric field.

There, the electric displacement field is also related to the polarization by:

[D] = [P ] + εo[E] (S2)

CASE 1(x-stress): When no electric field is applied to the sample

From equation S1 and S2 follows:

[P ] = [d][X] (S3)

Pj = djklXkl (S4)

djkl 6= dklj (S5)

LiNbO3 belongs to a trigonal crystal system and its ferroelectric phase belongs to the 3m

point group. So, the tensors for point group 3m are used in the equation S4:




P1

P2

P3


 =




0 0 0 0 d15 −2d22

−d22 d22 0 d15 0 0

d31 d31 d33 0 0 0







X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6




(S6)
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For uniaxial stress along the x-axis we have, X1 6= 0;X2 = X3 = X4 = X5 = X6 = 0, where

kl notations in equation 4 are: 11 = 1, 22 = 2, 33 = 3, 32 = 23 = 4, 13 = 31 = 5, 21 = 12 = 6.

For a compression of, X1 = -100 MPa, the values of induced polarization at the room

temperature using d22 = 20.8 × 10−12 C/N, d31 = −0.863 × 10−12 C/N can be calculated

as:

P1 = d15X5 − 2d22X6 = 0 (S7)

P2 = −d22X1 + d22X2 + d15X4 = −d22X1 = 0.208 × 10−2 Cm−2 (S8)

P3 = d31X1 + d31X2 + d33X3 = d31X1 = 0.863 × 10−4 Cm−2 (S9)

CASE 2 (x-stress): In case of the external electric field applied to sample along z-axis.

We get:

[P ] = [d][X] + εo[E]− [εX ][E] (S10)

[P ] = [d][X] + ([εX ]− εo)[E] (S11)




P1

P2

P3


 =




0 0 0 0 d15 −2d22

−d22 d22 0 d15 0 0

d31 d31 d33 0 0 0







X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6




+




εX11 − εo −εo −εo
−εo εX22 − εo −εo
−εo −εo εX33 − εo







E1

E2

E3


 (S12)

Here, E1 =E2 = 0 and E3 = 100 kVm−1. In our case as explained above, using equation

S12 and the values εX11=ε
X
22 = 85.2 εo, ε

X
33 = 28.7 εo, εo = 8.85 × 10−12 C V−1m−1, one can

calculate induced polarization for x-compression of -100 MPa:

P1 = −εoE3 = -0.885 × 10−6 C m−2 (S13)

P2 = −d22X1 − εoE3 = 0.2079 × 10−2 Cm−2 (S14)

P3 = d31X1 − (εX33 − εo)E3 = 0.618 × 10−4 Cm−2 (S15)

−−−−−−−
For uniaxial compression along y-axis we have, X2 = -100 MPa. All other stress components
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become zero and then following the same procedure one can calculate for :

CASE 1 (y-stress): when no electric field is applied to sample

P1 = d15X5 − 2d22X6 = 0 (S16)

P2 = −d22X1 + d22X2 + d15X4 = d22X2 = -0.208 × 10−2 Cm−2 (S17)

P3 = d31X1 + d31X2 + d33X3 = d31X2 = 0.863 × 10−4 Cm−2 (S18)

CASE 2 (y-stress): In case of the external electric field applied to sample along z-axis

P1 = −εoE3 = -0.885 × 10−6 C m−2 (S19)

P2 = d22X2 − εoE3 = -0.208 × 10−2 Cm−2 (S20)

P3 = d31X2 − (εX33 − εo)E3 = 0.618 × 10−4 Cm−2 (S21)

As can be seen from the numerical values, the change in the induced polarization, when

an external electric field is applied, is in fourth digit after decimal, which can be neglected

compared to the piezoelectric contribution. This is the reason why we did not consider the

contribution of the electric field in the main paper.

The other very important message to take from this calculation is that the sign of ∆Py

changes when sample is compressed along Y-axis(LNO-02) compared to when sample is

compressed along x-axis(LNO-01).
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S3. SUPPLEMENTARY RESULTS

S3.1. Microscopic cAFM results for intermediate stress steps

In Fig. S6 we have provided all the scans of sample LNO-01 between 0 MPa to -129 MPa

for compression and from 0 MPa to 64.5 MPa for tension.
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FIG. S6. cAFM scans of sample LNO-01 for compression from 0 MPa to -96.8 MPa and for tension

from 0 MPa to 64.5 MPa, showing how current is evolving in different parts of domain walls on

compression and tension.

In Fig. S7 we show the profiles of the line A, B, C from different sections of the domain

walls provided in Fig. S6. Subfigure (a) depicts increase of current with compression, subfig-

ure (b) shows decrease in current with compression and subfigure (c) shows no clear trend.

We have taken the maximum of all these curves and have plotted them as a function of

stress at x-axis of graph in Fig. 4 of the main paper.

In Fig. S8 we show compression trends of sample LNO-02 from 0 MPa to -300.6 MPa in

the steps of 100.2 MPa.
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FIG. S7. Current profiles of line profile A,B, and C from different sections of domain walls in

Fig. S6 for sample LNO-01.

FIG. S8. cAFM scans of sample LNO-02 for compression from 0 MPa to -300.6 MPa, showing how

current is evolving in different parts of domain walls on compression.

S3.2: stability and repeatability measurements

In Fig. S9 we show based on the sample LNO-01 that the measurement is stable and

repeatable over the time of 2 months. Although, we see a overall decrease in the current

after two months atleast the qualitative behaviour with the stress remains intact.

S3.3: Measurements performed at +10 V cAFM-scans

As it can be seen in I-V curves of sample LNO-01 in Fig. S2 (a), the sample shows current

in the order of pA at +10V, that is why the cAFM experiment was performed at -10 V.

Nevertheless when the same experiments were performed at +10 V, no change in current was

observed until ≈-100 MPa. For larger stress values very faint lines of current start getting

visible as can be seen in Fig. S10(inside the irregular boxes) and also through profiles on top

of the images. Subfigure (a) shows there is no current within the limit of the amplifier at

0 MPa while, subfigure (b) shows that a masureable current starts to appear at the upper
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FIG. S9. cAFM scans of sample LNO-01 over the time of 2 months at 0 MPa and at different

compressive stress values. The results show that the measurement is repeatable.

part of the outer domain and lower part of the inner domain, as was seen at -10 V.
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FIG. S10. (a) cAFM scan of unstressed LNO-01 sample at +10 V shows no current at domain wall,

confirmed by the profile data above that there is no distinctive peak for domain wall current (b)

cAFM scan on sample compressed, to -193.5 MPa, at +10 V shows very small current at domain

wall, confirmed by the profile data above the scan. The irregular curves are shown to point the

region of interest.
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